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The Auschwitz Volunteer
It is one of the worst storms ever
has not stopped for days and it is
below zero. But somehow Balto must
through. He is the lead dog of his
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And he is carrying medicine to sick children
miles away in Nome, Alaska. He is their only
hope. Can Balto find his way through the
terrible storm? Find out in this exciting
true story! From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Man Who Would Be King
An extraordinary novel based on an incredible
true story of love, resilience, survival and
hope. Perfect for fans of THE TATTOOIST OF
AUSCHWITZ, THE VOLUNTEER and THE LIBRARIAN OF
AUSCHWITZ. _______________________________
Against all odds, love will lead them home.
Shurka, her husband and their two small
children never thought the war would reach
their remote Polish village. They were wrong.
Forced to flee their family home, they find
shelter with their fellow Jews in the ghetto
- but every night more and more people
disappear, taken away on trucks to never be
seen again. As terrible rumours of
extermination camps swirl, Shurka realises
that the longer they stay in the ghetto, the
lower their chances of survival. Their best
hope is to flee into the Polish forest, where
Jewish resistance fighters hold out against
Nazi search parties. Their new life is
precarious in the extreme - and will test
them more than they ever thought possible
Even in the dark, hope can be found.
_______________________________ Surviving The
War is the international Amazon bestselling
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survival and holocaust story, based on an
incredible true story and previously
published as Surviving The Forest. It has
been translated into English from the
original Hebrew.

The Volunteer
'Totally gripping'-- Simon Sebag Montefiore
‘Pilecki is perhaps one of the greatest
unsung heroes of the second world war this
insightful book is likely to be the
definitive version of this extraordinary
life’ -- Economist Would you sacrifice
yourself to save thousands of others? In the
Summer of 1940, after the Nazi occupation of
Poland, an underground operative called
Witold Pilecki accepted a mission to uncover
the fate of thousands of people being
interned at a new concentration camp on the
border of the Reich. His mission was to
report on Nazi crimes and raise a secret army
to stage an uprising. The name of the
detention centre -- Auschwitz. It was only
after arriving at the camp that he started to
discover the Nazi’s terrifying plans. Over
the next two and half years, Witold forged an
underground army that smuggled evidence of
Nazi atrocities out of Auschwitz. His reports
from the camp were to shape the Allies
response to the Holocaust - yet his story was
all but forgotten for decades. This is the
first major account to draw on unpublished
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family papers, newly released archival
documents and exclusive interviews with
surviving resistance fighters to show how he
brought the fight to the Nazis at the heart
of their evil designs. The result is an
enthralling story of resistance and heroism
against the most horrific circumstances, and
one man’s attempt to change the course of
history.

Surviving the War
COSTA BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD WINNER “The
hidden gem of the year . . . Sensational and
gripping, and shedding light on some of the
most urgent issues of our time, this was our
unanimous winner.” —Judges of the 2018 Costa
Award The extraordinary true story of a young
Jewish girl in Holland during World War II,
who hides from the Nazis in the homes of an
underground network of foster families, one
of them the author's grandparents Bart van Es
left Holland for England many years ago, but
one story from his Dutch childhood never left
him. It was a mystery of sorts: a young
Jewish girl named Lientje had been taken in
during the war by relatives and hidden from
the Nazis, handed over by her parents, who
understood the danger they were in all too
well. The girl had been raised by her foster
family as one of their own, but then, well
after the war, there was a falling out, and
they were no longer in touch. What was the
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girl's side of the story, Bart wondered? What
really happened during the war, and after? So
began an investigation that would consume
Bart van Es's life, and change it. After some
sleuthing, he learned that Lientje was now in
her 80s and living in Amsterdam. Somewhat
reluctantly, she agreed to meet him, and
eventually they struck up a remarkable
friendship, even a partnership. The Cut Out
Girl braids together a powerful recreation of
that intensely harrowing childhood story of
Lientje's with the present-day account of
Bart's efforts to piece that story together,
including bringing some old ghosts back into
the light. It is a story rich with
contradictions. There is great bravery and
generosity--first Lientje's parents, giving
up their beloved daughter, and then the Dutch
families who face great danger from the Nazi
occupation for taking Lientje and other
Jewish children in. And there are more
mundane sacrifices a family under brutal
occupation must make to provide for even the
family they already have. But tidy Holland
also must face a darker truth, namely that it
was more cooperative in rounding up its Jews
for the Nazis than any other Western European
country; that is part of Lientje's story too.
Her time in hiding was made much more
terrifying by the energetic efforts of the
local Dutch authorities, zealous accomplices
in the mission of sending every Jew, man,
woman and child, East to their extermination.
And Lientje was not always particularly well
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treated, and sometimes, Bart learned, she was
very badly treated indeed. The Cut Out Girl
is an astonishment, a deeply moving reckoning
with a young girl's struggle for survival
during war, a story about the powerful love
of foster families but also the powerful
challenges, and about the ways our most
painful experiences define us but also can be
redefined, on a more honest level, even many
years after the fact. A triumph of subtlety,
decency and unflinching observation, The Cut
Out Girl is a triumphant marriage of many
keys of writing, ultimately blending them
into an extraordinary new harmony, and a
deeper truth.

What the Eyes Don't See
“A hauntingly beautiful story of rescue and
rehabilitation….[A] gorgeous tale of
redemption.” —Susan Richards, New York Times
bestselling author of Chosen by a Horse “I
could not put this book down.” —Stacey
O'Brien, New York Times bestselling author of
Wesley the Owl In the tradition of A Lion
Called Christian and Alex and Me comes An
Eagle Named Freedom, Jeff Guidry’s remarkable
story of how he rehabilitated a severely
damaged bald eagle back to health—and how the
majestic bird later inspired the author to
triumph over cancer. Animal lovers and
readers fascinated by the spiritual ties
between animals and humans will not soon
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forget this beautiful, inspiring true tale of
an extraordinary friendship.

Lost and Found Cat

Biblioburro
Recounts the rescue of penguins during the
2000 Cape Town oil spill, documenting the
efforts of 12,500 international volunteers to
clean, nurse, and re-release nearly all of
the endangered birds.

The Boy Who Followed His Father into
Auschwitz
In Game of My Life Tennessee Volunteers,
several prominent Tennessee players of the
past share their fondest single-game
experience and memories, largely in their own
words. In each case, it is the player who
singles out the game, that moment in time
which to him is the most defining of his
Volunteer career. They each talk about the
cherished memories when they walked the
campus as heroes of Tennessee football. More
than a retelling of play-by-play action is
involved in Game of My Life Tennessee
Volunteers. Players reveal their emotions,
their opinions, and their experiences in a
unique way. Game of My Life Tennessee
Volunteers spans the decades that together
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weave the story of Volunteer history and
tradition. They are the finest moments of the
men who have carried the orange and white
torch in heroic fashion.

The Great Penguin Rescue
More than 800,000 copies in print! From the
author of critically acclaimed and
bestselling memoir Falling Leaves, this is a
poignant and moving true account of her
childhood, growing up as an unloved daughter
in 1940s China. A Chinese proverb says,
"Falling leaves return to their roots." In
her own courageous voice, Adeline Yen Mah
returns to her roots to tell the story of her
painful childhood and her ultimate triumph in
the face of despair. Adeline's affluent,
powerful family considers her bad luck after
her mother dies giving birth to her, and life
does not get any easier when her father
remarries. Adeline and her siblings are
subjected to the disdain of her stepmother,
while her stepbrother and stepsister are
spoiled with gifts and attention. Although
Adeline wins prizes at school, they are not
enough to compensate for what she really
yearns for -- the love and understanding of
her family. Like the classic Cinderella
story, this powerful memoir is a moving story
of resilience and hope. Includes an Author's
Note, a 6-page photo insert, a historical
note, and the Chinese text of the original
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Chinese Cinderella. A PW BEST BOOK OF THE
YEAR AN ALA-YALSA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS
“One of the most inspiring books I have ever
read.” –The Guardian

The Tattooist of Auschwitz
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • The dramatic
story of the Flint water crisis, by a
relentless physician who stood up to power.
“Stirring . . . [a] blueprint for all those
who believe . . . that ‘the world . . .
should be full of people raising their
voices.’”—The New York Times “Revealing, with
the gripping intrigue of a Grisham thriller.”
—O: The Oprah Magazine Here is the inspiring
story of how Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha,
alongside a team of researchers, parents,
friends, and community leaders, discovered
that the children of Flint, Michigan, were
being exposed to lead in their tap water—and
then battled her own government and a brutal
backlash to expose that truth to the world.
Paced like a scientific thriller, What the
Eyes Don’t See reveals how misguided
austerity policies, broken democracy, and
callous bureaucratic indifference placed an
entire city at risk. And at the center of the
story is Dr. Mona herself—an immigrant,
doctor, scientist, and mother whose family’s
activist roots inspired her pursuit of
justice. What the Eyes Don’t See is a
riveting account of a shameful disaster that
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became a tale of hope, the story of a city on
the ropes that came together to fight for
justice, self-determination, and the right to
build a better world for their—and all of
our—children. Praise for What the Eyes Don’t
See “It is one thing to point out a problem.
It is another thing altogether to step up and
work to fix it. Mona Hanna-Attisha is a true
American hero.”—Erin Brockovich “A clarion
call to live a life of purpose.”—The
Washington Post “Gripping . . . entertaining
. . . Her book has power precisely because
she takes the events she recounts so
personally. . . . Moral outrage present on
every page.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Personal and emotional. . . She vividly
describes the effects of lead poisoning on
her young patients. . . . She is at her best
when recounting the detective work she
undertook after a tip-off about lead levels
from a friend. . . . ?Flint will not be
defined by this crisis,’ vows Ms. HannaAttisha.”—The Economist “Flint is a public
health disaster. But it was Dr. Mona, this
caring, tough pediatrican turned detective,
who cracked the case.”—Rachel Maddow

Grenade

The Entirely True Story of the
Unbelievable FIB
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Celebrate books, friendship, and chocolate
milk shakes with Duncan the Dragon in this
sweet, funny story perfect for fans of Dog
Loves Booksand Dragons Love Tacos.aDuncan the
Dragon loves to read. When he reads a story,
his imagination catches fire! Unfortunately .
. . so does his book. Fire breath is great
for roasting marshmallows, but it's not so
great for reading. Duncan just wants to get
to those two wonderful words, like the last
sip of a chocolate milk shake- The End. Will
he ever find out how the story ends? This
bright, warm tale champions determination,
friendship, and a love for books. And milk
shakes! aAn Indie Next selection a Winner of
the Colorado Libraries for Early Literacy
Bell Picture Book Award a oThough there are
lots of unusual friendship stories in picture
books, the vivid colors, expressive faces,
and comic details make this one likely to be
a storytime hit. Like the last sip of a
chocolate milk shake, it's very satisfying.o
-Kirkus Reviews

The Volunteer
The Night lasted five years and eight days.
Before the Night began, Ernst Bornstein was a
precocious eighteen-year-old¬ who had an
ordinary family with three siblings, two
parents, and a large circle of friends and
relatives. But in the autumn of 1939, decades
of anti-Semitic propaganda turned into fullPage 11/40
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fledged violence. Bornstein's family was
subsequently sent to Auschwitz where his
parents and siblings were gassed to death.
The Long Night is Bornstein's firsthand
account of what he witnessed in seven
concentration camps. Written with remarkable
insight and raw emotion, The Long Night
paints a portrait of human psychology in the
darkest of times. Bornstein tells the stories
of those who did all they could do to
withstand physical and psychological torture,
starvation, and sickness, and openly
describes those who were forced to inflict
suffering on others. The narrative is simple,
yet profound; unbridled, honest, and
dignified.

The Pharmacist of Auschwitz
The Riveting Account of the American Who
Inspired Kipling's Classic Tale and the John
Huston Movie In the year 1838, a young
adventurer, surrounded by his native troops
and mounted on an elephant, raised the
American flag on the summit of the Hindu Kush
in the mountainous wilds of Afghanistan. He
declared himself Prince of Ghor, Lord of the
Hazarahs, spiritual and military heir to
Alexander the Great. The true story of Josiah
Harlan, a Pennsylvania Quaker and the first
American ever to enter Afghanistan, has never
been told before, yet the life and writings
of this extraordinary man echo down the
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centuries, as America finds itself embroiled
once more in the land he first explored and
described 180 years ago. Soldier, spy,
doctor, naturalist, traveler, and writer,
Josiah Harlan wanted to be a king, with all
the imperialist hubris of his times. In an
extraordinary twenty-year journey around
Central Asia, he was variously employed as
surgeon to the Maharaja of Punjab,
revolutionary agent for the exiled Afghan
king, and then commander in chief of the
Afghan armies. In 1838, he set off in the
footsteps of Alexander the Great across the
Hindu Kush and forged his own kingdom, only
to be ejected from Afghanistan a few months
later by the invading British. Using a trove
of newly discovered documents and Harlan's
own unpublished journals, Ben Macintyre's The
Man Who Would Be King tells the astonishing
true story of the man who would be the first
and last American king.

The Volunteer
The #1 International Bestseller & New York
Times Bestseller This beautiful, illuminating
tale of hope and courage is based on
interviews that were conducted with Holocaust
survivor and Auschwitz-Birkenau tattooist
Ludwig (Lale) Sokolov—an unforgettable love
story in the midst of atrocity. “The
Tattooist of Auschwitz is an extraordinary
document, a story about the extremes of human
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behavior existing side by side: calculated
brutality alongside impulsive and selfless
acts of love. I find it hard to imagine
anyone who would not be drawn in, confronted
and moved. I would recommend it unreservedly
to anyone, whether they’d read a hundred
Holocaust stories or none.”—Graeme Simsion,
internationally-bestselling author of The
Rosie Project In April 1942, Lale Sokolov, a
Slovakian Jew, is forcibly transported to the
concentration camps at Auschwitz-Birkenau.
When his captors discover that he speaks
several languages, he is put to work as a
Tätowierer (the German word for tattooist),
tasked with permanently marking his fellow
prisoners. Imprisoned for over two and a half
years, Lale witnesses horrific atrocities and
barbarism—but also incredible acts of bravery
and compassion. Risking his own life, he uses
his privileged position to exchange jewels
and money from murdered Jews for food to keep
his fellow prisoners alive. One day in July
1942, Lale, prisoner 32407, comforts a
trembling young woman waiting in line to have
the number 34902 tattooed onto her arm. Her
name is Gita, and in that first encounter,
Lale vows to somehow survive the camp and
marry her. A vivid, harrowing, and ultimately
hopeful re-creation of Lale Sokolov's
experiences as the man who tattooed the arms
of thousands of prisoners with what would
become one of the most potent symbols of the
Holocaust, The Tattooist of Auschwitz is also
a testament to the endurance of love and
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humanity under the darkest possible
conditions.

The Foundling

The Third Wave
A man, his burros, and his books bring joy to
children in remote Colombian villages in this
inspiring book based on a true story by
celebrated picture book creator Jeanette
Winter. Luis loves to read, but soon his
house in Colombia is so full of books there’s
barely room for the family. What to do? Then
he comes up with the perfect solution—a
traveling library! He buys two donkeys—Alfa
and Beto—and travels with them throughout the
land, bringing books and reading to the
children in faraway villages. Complete with
an author’s note about the real man on whom
this story is based.

Surviving Hitler
The #1 Sunday Times bestseller—a remarkable
story of the heroic and unbreakable bond
between a father and son that is as
inspirational as The Tattooist of Auschwitz
and as mesmerizing as The Choice. Where there
is family, there is hope In 1939, Gustav
Kleinmann, a Jewish upholster from Vienna,
and his sixteen-year-old son Fritz are
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arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Germany.
Imprisoned in the Buchenwald concentration
camp, they miraculously survive the Nazis’
murderous brutality. Then Gustav learns he is
being sent to Auschwitz—and certain death.
For Fritz, letting his father go is
unthinkable. Desperate to remain together,
Fritz makes an incredible choice: he insists
he must go too. To the Nazis, one death camp
is the same as another, and so the boy is
allowed to follow. Throughout the six years
of horror they witness and immeasurable
suffering they endure as victims of the
camps, one constant keeps them alive: their
love and hope for the future. Based on the
secret diary that Gustav kept as well as
meticulous archival research and interviews
with members of the Kleinmann family,
including Fritz’s younger brother Kurt, sent
to the United States at age eleven to escape
the war, The Boy Who Followed His Father into
Auschwitz is Gustav and Fritz’s story—an
extraordinary account of courage, loyalty,
survival, and love that is unforgettable.

The Volunteer
Imagine getting a glimpse of heaven, a
preview of life in God's presence. Could life
here ever be the same? Capt. Dale Black has
flown as a commercial pilot all over the
world, but one flight changed his life
forever--an amazing journey to heaven and
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back. The only survivor of a horrific plane
crash, Dale was hovering between life and
death when he had a wondrous experience of
heaven. What he saw, what he heard, and what
he learned there continues to ripple through
his life and touch others. Against all odds,
Dale miraculously recovered from his injuries
and learned to fly again. Now, with his life
as a testament, he shares his inspiring
story--offering hope and encouragement for
those dealing with serious injuries or the
loss of a loved one, and those looking for
assurance about this life and the next.
Experience a Life-Changing Vision of Heaven

Flight to Heaven
"This one's a winner." --Chicago Tribune A
2019 ILA Teacher's Choices Reading List
Selection! An inspiring picture book sports
biography about two of the greatest female
tennis players of all-time! Venus and Serena
Williams: Best friends. Sisters. Champions.
Everyone knows the names Venus & Serena
Williams. They've become synonymous with
championships, hard work, and with shaking up
the tennis world. This inspirational true
story, written by award-winning sports
journalist, Howard Bryant, and brought to
beautiful life by Coretta Scott Kind Award
and Honor winner, Floyd Cooper, details the
sisters' journey from a barely-there tennis
court in Compton, CA, to Olympic gold medals
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and becoming the #1 ranked women in the sport
of tennis. Here is a worthy ode to Venus and
Serena Williams, the incredible sister duo
who will go down in history as two of the
greatest athletes of all time. "Alive with
warmth and movement, these luminous, softedged scenes portray the sisters gradually
growing into strong, capable women. A
handsome sports biography." --Booklist "There
is a sharp focus in the book on the two
sisters' special bond and friendship; it lies
at the heart of this biography, and the
women's stories are remarkable. It's high
time they had their own picture book
tribute."--Kirkus

The Long Night
Now a documentary narrated by Common,
produced by Grant Hill, Dwyane Wade, and 9th
Wonder, from filmmaker Mary Mazzio The moving
true story of a group of young men growing up
on Chicago's West side who form the first allblack high school rowing team in the nation,
and in doing so not only transform a sport,
but their lives. Growing up on Chicago’s
Westside in the 90’s, Arshay Cooper knows the
harder side of life. The street corners are
full of gangs, the hallways of his apartment
complex are haunted by drug addicts he calls
“zombies” with strung out arms, clutching at
him as he passes by. His mother is a
recovering addict, and his three siblings all
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sleep in a one room apartment, a small
infantry against the war zone on the street
below. Arshay keeps to himself, preferring to
write poetry about the girl he has a crush
on, and spends his school days in the home-ec
kitchen dreaming of becoming a chef. And then
one day as he’s walking out of school he
notices a boat in the school lunchroom, and a
poster that reads “Join the Crew Team”.
Having no idea what the sport of crew is,
Arshay decides to take a chance. This
decision to join is one that will forever
change his life, and those of his fellow
teammates. As Arshay and his teammates begin
to come together to learn how to row--many
never having been in water before--the sport
takes them from the mean streets of Chicago,
to the hallowed halls of the Ivy League. But
Arshay and his teammates face adversity at
every turn, from racism, gang violence, and a
sport that has never seen anyone like them
before. A Most Beautiful Thing is the
inspiring true story about the most unlikely
band of brothers that form a family, and
forever change a sport and their lives for
the better.

The Man Who Broke Into Auschwitz
Fairy tale fans will give a GIANT cheer for
this funny retelling of Jack and the
Beanstalk from the New York Times Bestselling
author of Rump and Red! All his life, Jack
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has longed for an adventure, so when giants
turn up in the neighbor's cabbage patch, he
is thrilled! Soon Jack is chasing them to a
land beyond the clouds, with his little
sister, Annabella, in tow. The kingdom of
giants is full of super-sized fun: puddings
to swim in, spoons to use as catapults,
monster toads to carry off pesky little
sisters. . . . But Jack and Annabella are on
a mission. The king of the giants has taken
something that belongs to them, and they’ll
do anything—even dive into a smelly tureen of
green bean soup—to get it back. “Liesl
Shurtliff has the uncanny ability to make
magical worlds feel utterly real, and the
best part is: you don’t even need a beanstalk
to visit them.” —Tim Federle, author of
Better Nate than Ever "A delightful story of
family, perseverance, and courage." —Booklist
From the Hardcover edition.

Over the Edge
* A different sort of true climbing
adventure—this one with terrorists,
kidnappings, and AK47s * New afterword by the
author * First time in paperback Before dawn
on August 12, 2000, four of America’s best
young rock climbers—Tommy Caldwell, Beth
Rodden, Jason “Singer” Smith, and John
Dickey—were asleep in their portaledges high
on the Yellow Wall in the Pamir-Alai mountain
range of Kyrgyzstan. At daybreak, they would
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be kidnapped at gunpoint by fanatical
militants of the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan (IMU), which operates out of
secret bases in Tajikistan and Afghanistan
and is linked to Al Qaeda. The kidnappers,
themselves barely out of their teens,
intended to use their hostages as human
shields and for ransom money as they moved
across Kyrgyzstan. They hid the climbers by
day and marched them by night through
freezing, treacherous mountain terrain, with
little food, no clean water, and the constant
threat of execution. The four climbers -- the
oldest of them only 25 -- would see a fellow
hostage, a Kyrgyz soldier, executed before
their eyes. And in a remarkable life-anddeath crucible over six terrifying days, they
would be forced to choose between saving
their own lives and committing an act none of
them thought they ever could. In Over the
Edge, the climbers reveal the complete story
of their nightmarish ordeal to journalist and
climber Greg Child. With riveting details,
Child re-creates the entire hour-by-hour
drama, from the first ricocheting bullets to
the climatic decision that gains them their
freedom. Set in a region rife with narcotics
and terrorism, this is a compelling story
about loyalty and the will to survive. What
continues to make it relevant today, 15 years
after the events took place, is the
geopolitical context -- the incident
happened, eerily, on the eve of 9–/11; the
fact that at least two of the four climbers
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continue to be prominent in the sport; and
the details incorporated into the story
around the media hype and controversy
regarding the climbers and their story.

Jack: The (Fairly) True Tale of Jack
and the Beanstalk
This is the best account of the life of an
IRA volunteer yet written. The Irish Times No
better explanation of why ordinary people
turn to terrorism has ever been written.
O'Doherty's compelling story is a brilliant,
firsthand account of how the boy next door
became a bomberO'Doherty traces his early
involvement with the IRA with disarming
honesty and humourMost riveting, however, is
the story of his disillusion with the romance
of republicanism and his complete
denunciation of violenceThe Volunteer is an
excellent study of the civilian turned
terrorist turned civilian. The Catholic
Herald O'Doherty gives a graphic account of
the making of an IRA man. Perhaps the book's
greatest strength, and no doubt the feature
that, as O'Doherty predicts, will irritate,
is the emotional tone in which the story is
told. He tells it how he saw and felt it at
the time. When he is a stubborn, impetuous
youth, he recounts as a stubborn, impetuous
youth. When he is a blinkered perpetrator of
callous violence, he recounts as a blinkered
perpetrator of callous violence. When he
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becomes an older-but-wiser committed
pacifist, the tone shifts yet again to
reflect that incarnation.The Independent
(London) About the Author: Shane O'Doherty
joined the IRA at 15 years of age and was
later arrested. He was one of the first
prisoners to work his way past the negativity
of the philosophy of armed struggle,
beginning to recommend publicly and privately
an end to violence and a full engagement with
the democratic process. From his prison cell,
O'Doherty courageously wrote letters of
apology to his victims. He was released after
serving 14 years and read for a degree in
English at Trinity College, Dublin.
Publisher's Website: http:
//SBPRA.com/ShanePaulODohert

Volunteer Slavery
"On December 20, 1995, Tammy Kling was
startled from sleep by a phone call reporting
the unthinkable: American Airlines Flight 965
had been lost in a vast mountain range over
Cali, Colombia, and she was to report for
duty immediatly. Tammy had been activated as
the leader of her Emergency Response Team, a
group of regular airline employees -- ticket
agents, baggage handlers and sales managers
like herself -- charged with the task of
leading the airline and the families of the
victims through the tragedy and its
aftermath. As she headed to the airport in
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the dark winter night, Tammy had no idea what
she would face over the coming weeks

The Volunteer
This is the inspiring and “page-turning”
(Booklist) true story of Paul Fronczak, a man
who recently discovered that he had been
kidnapped as a baby—and how his quest to find
out who he really is upturned the genealogy
industry, his own family, and set in motion
the second longest cold-case in US history.
In 1964, a woman pretending to be a nurse
kidnapped an infant boy named Paul Fronczak
from a Chicago hospital. Two years later,
police found a boy abandoned outside a
variety store in New Jersey. The FBI tracked
down Dora Fronczak, the kidnapped infant’s
mother, and she identified the abandoned boy
as her son. The family spent the next fifty
years believing they were whole again—but
Paul was always unsure about his true
identity. Then, four years ago—spurred on by
the birth of his first child, Emma Faith—Paul
took a DNA test. The test revealed that he
was definitely not Paul Fronczak. From that
moment on, Paul has been on a tireless
mission to find the man whose life he’s been
living—and to discover who abandoned him, and
why. Poignant and inspiring, The Foundling is
a story about a child lost and a faith found,
about the permanence of families and the
bloodlines that define you, and about the
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emotional toll of both losing your identity
and rediscovering who you truly are.

Game of My Life Tennessee Volunteers
A chilling true crime story of poisonous
family secrets, love gone wrong, and a cold
case that refused to stay buried In late
summer of 2012, millionaire landowner Göran
Lundblad went missing from his farm in
Sweden. When a search yielded nothing, and
all physical evidence had seemingly
disappeared, authorities had little to go
on--except a disturbing phone call five weeks
later from Göran's daughter Maria. She was
sure that her sister, Sara, was somehow
involved. At the heart of the alleged crime:
Sara's greed, her father's land holdings, and
his bitter feud with Sara's idler boyfriend.
With no body, there was no crime--and the
case went as cold and dark as the forests of
southern Sweden. But not for Therese Tang.
For two years, this case was her obsession. A
hard-working ex-model, mother of three, and
Missing People investigator, Therese was
willing to put her own safety at risk in
order to uncover the truth. What she found
was a nest of depraved secrets, lies, and
betrayal. All she had to do now, in her
relentless and dangerous pursuit of justice,
was prove that it led to murder.

The Dark Heart
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"Superbly written and breathtakingly
researched, The Volunteer smuggles us into
Auschwitz and shows us--as if watching a
movie--the story of a Polish agent who
infiltrated the infamous camp, organized a
rebellion, and then snuck back out. We are
squarely confronted with the other human
truth: ordinary people will happily risk
their lives to help others. Fairweather has
dug up a story of incalculable value and
delivered it to us in the most compelling
prose I have read in a long time."
--Sebastian Junger, bestselling author of The
Perfect Storm and Tribe The incredible true
story of a Polish resistance fighter's
infiltration of Auschwitz to sabotage the
camp from within, and his death-defying
attempt to warn the Allies about the Nazis'
plans for a "Final Solution" before it was
too late. To uncover the fate of the
thousands being interred at a mysterious Nazi
camp on the border of the Reich, a thirtynine-year-old Polish resistance fighter named
Witold Pilecki volunteered for an audacious
mission: assume a fake identity,
intentionally get captured and sent to the
new camp, and then report back to the
underground on what had happened to his
compatriots there. But gathering information
was not his only task: he was to execute an
attack from inside--where the Germans would
least expect it. The name of the camp was
Auschwitz. Over the next two and half years,
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Pilecki forged an underground army within
Auschwitz that sabotaged facilities,
assassinated Nazi informants and officers,
and gathered evidence of terrifying abuse and
mass murder. But as he pieced together the
horrifying truth that the camp was to become
the epicenter of Nazi plans to exterminate
Europe's Jews, Pilecki realized he would have
to risk his men, his life, and his family to
warn the West before all was lost. To do so,
meant attempting the impossible--an escape
from Auschwitz itself. Completely erased from
the historical record by Poland's post-war
Communist government, Pilecki remains almost
unknown to the world. Now, with exclusive
access to previously hidden diaries, family
and camp survivor accounts, and recently
declassified files, Jack Fairweather offers
an unflinching portrayal of survival, revenge
and betrayal in mankind's darkest hour. And
in uncovering the tragic outcome of Pilecki's
mission, he reveals that its ultimate defeat
originated not in Auschwitz or Berlin, but in
London and Washington.

Chinese Cinderella
It's 1945, and the world is in the grip of
war. Hideki lives with his family on the
island of Okinawa, near Japan. When the
Second World War crashes onto his shores,
Hideki is drafted to fight for the Japanese
army. He is handed a grenade and a set of
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instructions: Don't come back until you've
killed an American soldier. Ray, a young
American Marine, has just landed on Okinawa.
This is Ray's first-ever battle, and he
doesn't know what to expect -- or if he'll
make it out alive. All he knows that the
enemy is everywhere. Hideki and Ray each
fight their way across the island, surviving
heart-pounding ambushes and dangerous traps.
But then the two of them collide in the
middle of the battle And choices they make in
that single instant will change everything.
Alan Gratz, New York Times bestselling author
of Refugee, returns with this high-octane
story of how fear and war tear us apart, but
how hope and redemption tie us together.
Reviews for Refugee: "An absolute must read
for people of all ages" - Hannah Greendale,
Goodreads "Like RJ Palacio's Wonder, this
book should be mandatory reading" - Skip,
Goodreads "I liked how the book linked
history with adventure, and combined to make
a realistic storyline for all three
characters" - AJH, aged 11, Toppsta

Sisters and Champions: The True Story
of Venus and Serena Williams
SPECIAL PREVIEW! The debut title in a new
series featuring unseen realms, Norse
mythology, and a pair of most unlikely
heroes. “What is the Unbelievable FIB?”
That’s the question eleven-year-old Prudence
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Potts discovers on a baffling card no one
else in Middleton--except ABE, a new kid with
a knack for solving riddles--seems to see.
Then a mysterious man asks for ABE and Pru’s
help investigating mythical beings
infiltrating the town, and that’s just one of
the things Pru finds hard to believe. Soon
Pru and ABE discover another world beneath
the surface of their quiet town, where Viking
gods lurk just out of sight. They must race
to secure the Eye of Odin, source of all
knowledge--and the key to stopping a war that
could destroy both human and immortal realms.
Author Adam Shaughnessy draws from classic
lore to create a new world where uncertainty
opens the door to magic and the last thing
you should do is believe your own eyes. Fans
of Rick Riordan and Diana Wynne Jones will
delight in the charming characters, abundant
puzzles and plot twists, and sly humor of
this first novel in a new series.

A Most Beautiful Thing
The author relates how she was sold by poor
parents into slavery and forced to endure
brutal servitude in California until a
neighbor's anonymous call to the police began
her journey to freedom and her subsequent
efforts to fight for child slaves.

War Hospital
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The Man Who Broke into Auschwitz is the
extraordinary true story of a British soldier
who marched willingly into the concentration
camp, Buna-Monowitz, known as Auschwitz III.
In the summer of 1944, Denis Avey was being
held in a British POW labour camp, E715, near
Auschwitz III. He had heard of the brutality
meted out to the prisoners there and he was
determined to witness what he could. He
hatched a plan to swap places with a Jewish
inmate and smuggled himself into his sector
of the camp. He spent the night there on two
occasions and experienced at first-hand the
cruelty of a place where slave workers, had
been sentenced to death through labor.
Astonishingly, he survived to witness the
aftermath of the Death March where thousands
of prisoners were murdered by the Nazis as
the Soviet Army advanced. After his own long
trek right across central Europe he was
repatriated to Britain. For decades he
couldn't bring himself to revisit the past
that haunted his dreams, but now Denis Avey
feels able to tell the full story—a tale as
gripping as it is moving—which offers us a
unique insight into the mind of an ordinary
man whose moral and physical courage are
almost beyond belief.

The Ventriloquists
A noted Black woman journalist recounts her
experiences as an outsider in the newsroom of
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the Washington Post in the late 1980s

An Eagle Named Freedom
“[A] remarkable saga. Engrossing.” —Booklist,
starred review In this triumphant debut
inspired by true events, a ragtag gang of
journalists and resistance fighters risk
everything for an elaborate scheme to
undermine the Reich. The Nazis stole their
voices. But they would not be silenced.
Brussels, 1943. Twelve-year-old street orphan
Helene survives by living as a boy and
selling copies of the country’s most popular
newspaper, Le Soir, now turned into Nazi
propaganda. Helene’s world changes when she
befriends a rogue journalist, Marc Aubrion,
who draws her into a secret network that
publishes dissident underground newspapers.
The Nazis track down Aubrion’s team and give
them an impossible choice: turn the
resistance newspapers into a Nazi propaganda
bomb that will sway public opinion against
the Allies, or be killed. Faced with no
decision at all, Aubrion has a brilliant
idea. While pretending to do the Nazis’
bidding, they will instead publish a fake
edition of Le Soir that pokes fun at Hitler
and Stalin—daring to laugh in the face of
their oppressors. The ventriloquists have
agreed to die for a joke, and they have only
eighteen days to tell it. Featuring an
unforgettable cast of characters and stunning
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historical detail, E.R. Ramzipoor’s dazzling
debut novel illuminates the extraordinary
acts of courage by ordinary people forgotten
by time. It is a moving and powerful ode to
the importance of the written word and to the
unlikely heroes who went to extreme lengths
to orchestrate the most stunning feat of
journalism in modern history.

Badge 3483
Comments from an earlier draft of The
"Volunteer", which was formerly posted as a
serial on Literotica.com: "I really enjoyed
your story and was most impressed in the way
that you described Dani's progression through
her project. It was refreshing to read about
being naked in public without the act being
sexual and I suppose typifies the outlook
held by naturists. Well done" - Literotica
user tompo296 "I enjoyed reading your story,
and appreciated how the ending showed how
Dani had been changed by her experience. I
liked how you showed the awkwardness and
embarrassment of Dani's situation but still
provided a mostly safe environment for her to
have her experiences. Thank you!" - Jessica
Tang Von Harper, author of Candlelight City
"This story was not only well written but had
something worthwhile to say. It was very
interesting to try to understand the
subtleties of how Dani felt about nudity." Literotica user reader_3634 "Read all 17
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chapters over the last few days. Couldn't get
enough of it." - Literotica reader ikaiser
"Words fail me- I have just read one of the
best stories I have ever seen here on
Literotica! Please please please continue
with Dani's further adventures" - Literotica
reader The_Rat_in_the_Hat Many people dream
of being at work or school only to realize
that they are either naked or in nothing but
their underwear. For university student
Danielle Keaton, this dream is about to
become her reality. Facing the consequences
of a severe lack of judgement, she is forced
to make a choice: either give up her
scholarships and her plan for graduating from
college debt-free, or volunteer to be the
test subject in a unique sociological study
that will leave her naked and vulnerable to
the entire university and eventually the
world.

The Bravest Dog Ever
Discloses the Israeli plan to assassinate the
known terrorist leaders responsible for the
Munich massacre of Israeli athletes and
chronicles the story of the hit-squad's
leader, a Mossad assassin morally destroyed
by his mission. Reprint. 175,000 first
printing. (Tie-in to the Universal Pictures,
DreamWorks film, written by Tony Kushner,
directed by Steven Spielberg, releasing
Winter 2005, starring Eric Bana, Daniel
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Craig, & Geoffrey Rush) (History - General)

Exit Row
Alison Thompson, a filmmaker living in New
York City, was enjoying Christmas with her
boyfriend in 2004 when she saw the news
reports online: a 9.3 magnitude earthquake
had struck the sea near Indonesia, triggering
a massive tsunami that hit much of southern
Asia. As she watched the death toll climb,
Thompson had one thought: She had to go help.
A few years earlier, she had spent eight
months volunteering at Ground Zero after
9/11. She’d learned then that when disaster
strikes, it’s not just the firemen and Red
Cross who are needed—every single person can
make a difference. With $300 in cash, some
basic medical supplies, and a vague idea that
she’d go wherever she was needed, Thompson
headed to Sri Lanka. Along with a small team
of volunteers, she settled in a coastal town
that had been hit especially hard and began
tending to people’s injuries, giving out food
and water, playing games with the children,
collecting dead bodies, and helping rebuild
the local school and homes that had been
destroyed. Thompson had intended to stay for
two weeks; she ended up staying for fourteen
months. She and her team helped start new
businesses and set up the first tsunami earlywarning center in Sri Lanka, which continues
to save lives today. The Third Wave tells the
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inspiring story of how volunteering changed
Thompson’s life. It begins with her first
real introduction to disaster relief after
9/11 and ends with her more recent efforts in
Haiti, where she has helped create and run,
with Sean Penn, an internally-displacedperson camp and field hospital for more than
65,000 Haitians who lost their homes in the
2010 earthquake. In The Third Wave, Thompson
provides an invaluable inside glimpse into
what really happens on the ground after a
disaster—and a road map for what anyone can
do to help. As Alison Thompson shows, with
some resilience, a healthy sense of humor,
and the desire to make a difference, we all
have what it takes to change the world for
the better.

Vengeance
In April 1992, a handful of young physicians,
not one of them a surgeon, was trapped along
with 50,000 men, women, and children in the
embattled enclave of Srebrenica, BosniaHerzegovina. There the doctors faced the most
intense professional, ethical, and personal
predicaments of their lives. Drawing on
extensive interviews, documents, and recorded
materials she collected over four and a half
years, doctor and Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Sheri Fink tells the
harrowing--and ultimately enlightening--story
of these physicians and the three who try to
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help them: an idealistic internist from
Doctors without Borders, who hopes that
interposition of international aid workers
will help prevent a massacre; an aspiring
Bosnian surgeon willing to walk through
minefields to reach the civilian wounded; and
a Serb doctor on the opposite side of the
front line with the army that is intent on
destroying his former colleagues. With
limited resources and a makeshift hospital
overflowing with patients, how can these
doctors decide who to save and who to let
die? Will their duty to treat patients come
into conflict with their own struggle to
survive? And are there times when medical and
humanitarian aid ironically prolong war and
human suffering rather than helping to
relieve it?

Hidden Girl
'Totally gripping'-- Simon Sebag Montefiore
'Pilecki is perhaps one of the greatest
unsung heroes of the second world war this
insightful book is likely to be the
definitive version of this extraordinary
life' -- Economist Would you sacrifice
yourself to save thousands of others? In the
Summer of 1940, after the Nazi occupation of
Poland, an underground operative called
Witold Pilecki accepted a mission to uncover
the fate of thousands of people being
interned at a new concentration camp on the
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border of the Reich. His mission was to
report on Nazi crimes and raise a secret army
to stage an uprising. The name of the
detention centre -- Auschwitz. It was only
after arriving at the camp that he started to
discover the Nazi's terrifying plans. Over
the next two and half years, Witold forged an
underground army that smuggled evidence of
Nazi atrocities out of Auschwitz. His reports
from the camp were to shape the Allies
response to the Holocaust - yet his story was
all but forgotten for decades. This is the
first major account to draw on unpublished
family papers, newly released archival
documents and exclusive interviews with
surviving resistance fighters to show how he
brought the fight to the Nazis at the heart
of their evil designs. The result is an
enthralling story of resistance and heroism
against the most horrific circumstances, and
one man's attempt to change the course of
history.

The Cut Out Girl
September 1940. Polish Army officer Witold
Pilecki deliberately walked into a Nazi
German street round-up in Warsaw and became
Auschwitz Prisoner No. 4859. He had
volunteered for a secret undercover mission:
smuggle out intelligence about the new German
concentration camp, and build a resistance
organization among prisoners. Pilecki's
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clandestine intelligence, received by the
Allies in 1941, was among earliest. He
escaped in 1943 after accomplishing his
mission. Dramatic eyewitness report, written
in 1945 for Pilecki's Polish Army superiors,
published in English for first time.
--amazon.com.
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